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1 Overview 

This document contains the specification for Version 1.1 of the MANT layer of the ALERT2™ 

protocol suite.  ALERT2™ is the next generation successor to the ALERT (Automated Local 

Evaluation in Real Time) protocol, widely in use for the transmission of hydrologic and 

meteorologic data used to support flood preparedness and public safety decision making.  The 

ALERT2™ protocol suite is optimized for the connectionless transmission of short messages by 

radio, and offers improved channel efficiency, greater flexibility, error detection and forward 

error correction, and many other features not available in ALERT.  

 

The need to meet three primary criteria of the existing ALERT community drove the 

development of the ALERT2™ protocol, and in particular, the AirLink Layer. These three 

criteria are: 

1. The protocol must reside in the public domain, and not require proprietary methods or 

services. 

2. The protocol must provide a common air interface, i.e. the “on-the air” modulation and 

framing is compatible with multiple brands of commercial, off-the-shelf radio 

transceivers readily available to manufacturers, system integrators and users. 

3. The protocol must address the limitations of ALERT – primarily low channel capacity 

and high data loss – while providing bit and packet error rate performance equal to or 

better than legacy 300 bps ALERT.  

This document is intended primarily for those interested implementing the ALERT2™ protocols 

in software and hardware. 

1.1 Protocol Architecture 

The ALERT2™ protocol suite has a three-layer architecture.   

 

The Application Layer supports the encoding and decoding of data into and out of formats and 

structures used by ALERT2™ applications.  At the Application Protocol Device (APD), data is 

formed into structures understood by the receiving application software.  Similarly, the MANT 

Protocol and AirLink Protocol devices add information to the Application data that are 

understood by other MANT and AirLink Protocol devices respectively.  Each layer provides 

independent functionality and operates asynchronously to the others.  Physically, all three layers 

may be integrated into a single device, or separated into three physical devices.  When the 

MANT Protocol and AirLink Protocol are implemented by a single device it is referred to as an 

Intelligent Network Device (IND); its interface is by the Intelligent Network Device Application 

Program Interface (IND API) specification. 

 

The Network and Transport (MANT) layer provides the addressing, port multiplexing, 

acknowledgement, and other services to logically transport application and network control data 
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across the ALERT2™ radio network.  When the MANT layer receives an Application Protocol 

Data Unit (PDU) from the Application Protocol Device, it provides the requested services, adds a 

header to the Application PDU to form a MANT PDU and forwards the MANT PDU to the 

AirLink layer.  When the MANT layer receives a MANT PDU from the AirLink layer, it 

inspects the attached MANT Header and provides the appropriate services to the PDU, and sends 

the Application PDUs to the application port on the Application Protocol Device.  The MANT 

layer exchanges information with other MANT layer devices on the network using MANT PDUs 

to provide network services, configuration and control.  

 
Application 
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Intelligent Network 

Device

Application Layer

MANT Layer

AirLink Layer

Interface API

Application 

Protocol Device

Intelligent Network 

Device

Application Layer
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AirLink Layer

InterfaceAPI
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Figure 1-1 ALERT2™ Physical and Logical Architecture 

 

The AirLink Protocol modem transmits the PDUs received from the MANT layer since its last 

transmission.   An AirLink frame is created and transmitted at a time determined by the type of 

media access selected and that method’s configuration parameters.   The AirLink Frame is 

created by aggregating all buffered PDUs, adding an AirLink Header, and blocking, scrambling 

and forward error correcting this aggregate to form an AirLink Frame Payload.  The final 

AirLink Frame is created by pre-pending a preamble and adding a tail. The AirLink Protocol 

modem controls an FM transceiver’s Push to Talk (PTT) as required and transforms the digital 

data frame into an analog signal sent to the audio input of an FM radio. An AirLink Protocol 

modem receives and creates MANT PDUs to send to the MANT layer device by reversing the 

transmission process.  When an AirLink Frame is detected on the RF media, the audio waveform 

is converted to a bit stream, forward error correction decoded and framed into the MANT PDUs.   

 

Figure1.1 illustrates the flow of data through the protocol layers, and associates them with one 

possible physical architecture. 
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1.2 The MANT Layer 

Version 1.1 of the MANT specification defines services for both an Application Layer Protocol 

Device as an originating and terminating modem
1
 and services for network operations such as a 

repeater.  Unless specifically defined otherwise, the protocol services defined below apply to all 

uses of the MANT layer protocol device.   

 

The MANT layer protocol device interface is via the IND API.  This specification provides the 

methods for: 

1. An Application layer Protocol Device sending and receiving Application Layer PDUs; 

2. An external AirLink layer device (e.g. Demodulator & Decoder) providing MANT PDUs 

for repeater operations; and 

3. A user terminal or APD sending IND configuration information. 

 

The MANT protocol adds a header to Application Protocol Data Units (Application PDUs) to 

create MANT Protocol Data Units.  The header is minimally 6 bytes, but may be extended in 

length to provide certain protocol services.  It also contains a flag to allow the inclusion of a 

second embedded header.  

 

The MANT Version 1.1 layer provides the following protocol services: 

 

1. Addressing: adding the IND or APD specified Source Address and extending the MANT 

header to include the IND or APD specified Destination Address; 

2. Application Port Multiplexing: identifying to which Application Layer protocol the App 

PDU is to be delivered; 

3. Path List: adding the Source Address of each IND a MANT PDU traverses in the network 

as a list in the MANT header; 

4. Hop Limit: limiting a MANT PDU to a specific number repeats, optional;  

5. Echo Suppression: the ability, when Path List is enabled on a MANT PDU, to prevent 

repeating a MANT PDU that already has been transmitted once by this IND. 

6. Time stamping: inserting a time stamp into the Application PDU header, if time is 

available, for known Application Protocol types; 

7. Pass/Reject Listing: the ability to configure lists of Source or Destination addresses in the 

IND to either explicitly pass or exclude address from being repeated by this IND; 

8. Best Effort network service; and 

9. Acknowledged Datagram Service, a reliable end point to end point datagram service. 

                                                

 
1 Traditionally, modem means a device that only provides modulation and demodulation of a signal onto a media.  

Current use of the term modem includes devices with much more functionality.  For example, a commercial “GPRS 

wireless modem” provides the TDMA media access, packet processing, forward error correction and significant 

additional functionality.  In this specification, the term modem is used to convey the concept of transforming data for 

a communications medium; it is not defined with explicit functionality. 
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10. Over-the-Air IND configuration service 

 

The specifications below, except as noted, define the MANT processing only for an IND 

operating as an originating modem or as a repeater.  Except as noted, the only MANT processing 

an IND device provides at the terminating modem end is to output the parsed MANT PDUs 

according to the IND API.   

 

Since most of the ALERT replacement implementations will be one-way self-reporting sites, the 

expectation is that there will be a demand for separate encoding and decoding devices for the 

near future.  This document may at times discuss the MANT device in the context of two 

separate devices: an Encoder & Modulator (originating MANT layer device) and a Demodulator 

& Decoder (a device providing AirLink decoding, possibly interfaced to a MANT layer device 

for repeater operation).   Integration of the two into a single cost-effective modem/IND is 

desirable, however, and nothing in the descriptions or standards in this document is intended to 

prohibit such an implementation. 
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2 MANT PDU and Header 

2.1 MANT PDU 

The ALERT2™ MANT PDU shall contain a MANT payload and a MANT header.  The MANT 

header must be pre-pended to the payload.  The MANT Payload provided by an APD or other 

device must be composed of byte elements.  Unless the IND is requested to provide a service that 

requires inspection of the Payload (e.g. time stamping) the MANT layer protocols do not inspect 

the Payload, so its byte ordering or endian is not specified.   
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Figure 2-1 ALERT2™ Frame Terminology 

To clarify terminology:  for each layer, its payload plus the header it adds constitutes the layer’s 

Protocol Data Unit (PDU).  When passed from the application layer to the MANT, the 

application PDU becomes the MANT Payload.  When the MANT header is added, that becomes 

the MANT PDU.  At the AirLink layer, multiple MANT PDUs may be aggregated to form the 

AirLink payload, which in turn becomes the AirLink PDU when the AirLink header is pre-

pended. 

 

2.2 MANT Header 

The following table lists the fields contained in the MANT Header; those enclosed in brackets 

are optional: 
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Field Name 

Field bit 

length Description 

Version 2 Current version is 0x02; used for backward compatibility 

Protocol ID 3 Network Protocol requested:  

best efforts, broadcast = 0;  

end to end reliable datagram service = 1. 

Time Stamp Service 

Request flag 

1 No TS service requested = 0; TS service requested = 1. 

Add Path Service 

Request flag 

1 No Add Path Service requested = 0;  

Add Path Service Requested = 1. 

Destination Address  

(DA) included in 

header 

1 MANT header is not extended to include a 16 bit 

Destination Address = 0;  

MANT header contains a 2 byte Destination Address 

immediately following the Source Address (SA) field. 

Port 4 The Application or MANT protocol port number. 

Reserved Bits field 3 Reserved for future use: encoded as 0x0 in Version 0. 

ACK flag 1 Used to acknowledge a MANT PDU for End to End 

Reliable Datagram  Service 

Added Header flag 1 Provided for extensibility;  

MANT Payload begins immediately following the MANT 

header = 0;  

Additional header begins immediately following the MANT 

header. 

Hop Limit 3 The maximum hops before the MANT PDU is discarded; 

when set to 0x7 the PDU is never discarded. 

Payload Length 12 The MANT payload length in bytes. 

Source Address 16 The Source Address of the originating IND. 

[Destination 

Address] 

[16] When the DA included flag is set, this is the appended 

Destination Address. 

[MANT PDU ID 

field] 

[8] MANT PDU ID field must be included when End to End 

Reliable Datagram Service Protocol ID is requested. 

[Number of Added 

Source Address] 

[8] When the Add Path Service Request bit is set, this counter 

must be the number of 2 byte SAs appended to the header. 

[Source Address list] [N*16] The list of appended Source Addresses when the Add Path 

Service Request bit is set.  N is the “Number of Added 

Source Addresses” field. Note: this field will not exist if N = 

0. 
Figure 2-2 MANT header field Name, Length and Description 

                                                

 
2Numeric values are represented in hexadecimal by prefacing them with “0x”. 
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As shown above, the MANT header must be a minimum of 36 bits.  The header bit ordering must 

be as shown in the above table, where the most significant bit of the Version field is transmitted 

first, and must be the most significant bit of the most significant byte of the MANT header.  

 

When no Destination Address is included in the header, the least significant bit of the least 

significant byte of the Source Address must immediately precede the first bit of the Payload. 

 

2.2.1 Version 

The Version field represents the MANT Protocol Version of the MANT header and MANT 
processing.  For this Version 1.1 of the MANT Protocol Specification, an IND creating a MANT 
header must assign a 0x0 value to the Version field. 

 

For this Version 1.1 of the MANT Protocol Specification, an IND receiving a MANT PDU for 
processing that contains a Version field not equal to 0x0 must discard the MANT PDU.  

2.2.2 Protocol ID 

The Protocol ID field shall be 3 bits, defining the type of communication service requested. 
There are two communication protocols defined by Version 1.1 of the MANT Protocol 
Specification: 

1. Best Efforts, Broadcast: Protocol ID = 0; and  

2. End to End Reliable Datagram Service, Broadcast: Protocol ID = 1. 

MANT processing for Best Efforts, Broadcast shall be only to create the required MANT header 
as specified herein, append the MANT header to the Payload and send the MANT PDU to the 
AirLink layer. 

MANT processing for End to End Reliable Datagram Service, Broadcast provides for 
acknowledged delivery services for an individual MANT Payload. 

2.2.3 Time Stamp Service Request field 

The Time Stamp Service Request (TSSR) field shall be a single bit flag.  When set in a MANT 

header it indicates that the Payload has requested that the IND insert a time stamp if possible. 

 

When the IND processes Payloads as an originating modem, it shall use the TS Request 

configuration parameter, as provided by the APD or during IND setup, to define the time stamp 

processing when creating MANT PDUs from APD Payloads.  If the IND has a clock maintaining 
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UTC time and the TS Request is set
3
 the IND must inspect the configuration Port field.  If the 

Port field is 0x0, the Application Layer Self-Reporting Protocol, or 0x1, the Application Layer 

Concentration Protocol (see the Application Layer Specification), the IND must insert a UTC 2 

byte time stamp (with a format specified in the Application Layer Specification) and set the 

“Time Stamp” bit in the Application Layer header Control Byte. It shall then create this 

Payload’s MANT header with the TSSR bit flag reset.  

 

If the TS Request is set, but the IND does not have a clock maintaining UTC time or the Port 

field is not 0x0 or 0x1, the IND shall not insert a time stamp into the Application Layer Payload 

and shall create this Payload’s MANT header with the TSSR bit flag set. 

 

If the TS Request configuration parameter is reset, the IND shall not insert a time stamp in the 

Payload and shall then create this Payload’s MANT header with the TSSR bit flag reset.  

 

When the IND processes an arriving MANT PDU as a repeater, i.e. when the input to the IND is 

a MANT PDU from the AirLink and the repeater IND’s Source Address is not the Destination 

Address in the received MANT header, the IND shall inspect the MANT header for the TSSR bit 

flag.  If set, and if the IND has a clock maintaining UTC time, the IND must inspect the MANT 

header Port field.  If Port field is 0x0, the Application Layer Self-Reporting Protocol, or 0x1, the 

Application Layer Concentration Protocol (see the Application Layer Specification), the IND 

must insert a UTC 2 byte time stamp (with a format specified in the Application Layer 

Specification) and set the “Time Stamp” bit in the Application Layer header Control Byte. It 

shall then clear the MANT header TSSR bit flag.  

 

If the TSSR is set in the MANT header, but the IND does not have a clock maintaining UTC 

time or the Port field is not 0x0 or 0x1, the IND shall not insert a time stamp into the Application 

Layer Payload and shall not clear the MANT header TSSR bit. 

 

2.2.4 Add Path Service Request field 

The Add Path Service Request (APSR) field shall be a single bit flag.  It is used to request that 

the Source Address of a node that repeats this MANT PDU be appended to the MANT header.  

It’s used for network diagnostics and must be set in order to enable Echo Suppression Service 

(specified below).  Each node that repeats a MANT PDU appends its Source Address to a list of 

SAs.  By inspecting the list at the final destination, the network path the MANT PDU traversed is 

evident. 

 

                                                

 
3 In the context of single bit fields, “set” means value ‘1’, and “cleared” or “reset” means value 0. 
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When the IND processes Payloads as an originating modem, it shall use the Add Path Request 

configuration parameter, as provided by the APD or during IND setup, to define the Add Path 

processing when creating MANT PDUs from APD Payloads.  When the Add Path Request 

configuration parameter is set, the IND shall insert the one byte “Number of Added Source 

Address” field filled with a value of 0x0 at the end of the MANT header and shall create this 

Payload’s MANT header with the APSR bit flag set.  When the Add Path Request configuration 

parameter is clear the IND shall not insert the “Number of Added Source Address” field at the 

end of the MANT and shall create this Payload’s MANT header with the APSR bit flag reset. 

 

When the IND processes an arriving MANT PDU as a repeater, i.e. when the input to the IND is 

a MANT PDU from the AirLink and the repeater IND’s Source Address is not the Destination 

Address in the received MANT header, the IND shall inspect the MANT header for the APSR bit.  

If set, the IND shall increment the one byte “Number of Added Source Address” field at the end 

of the MANT header, and shall append its 2 byte Source Address to this MANT header.  It shall 

not change the APSR bit flag value in the MANT header.  If the APSR bit flag is clear in the 

MANT header of a received MANT PDU, the IND shall not append its Source Address to the 

MANT header and shall not change the value of the MANT header APSR bit. 

2.2.5 Destination Address included in header 

The Destination Address Included in header (DAI) field shall be a single bit flag field.  It is used 

to identify that the MANT header is extended by a 2-byte Destination Address.  The Destination 

Address is used for Pass/Reject List Service and other communication protocols. 

 

When the IND processes payloads as an originating modem, it shall use the Include Destination 

in header configuration parameter, as provided by the APD or during IND setup, to define 

whether a Destination Address is appended and the DAI bit flag is set in the created MANT 

header.  When the Include Destination in header configuration parameter is set, the IND shall 

insert its 2 byte Destination Address immediately following the Source Address, and shall set the 

DAI bit in the MANT header when creating MANT PDUs from APD Payloads.  If the Include 

Destination in header configuration parameter is reset, the IND shall not insert its Destination 

Address and shall ensure the DAI bit is clear in the MANT header when creating MANT PDUs 

from APD Payloads. 

 

When the IND processes an arriving MANT PDU as a repeater, i.e. when the input to the IND is 

a MANT PDU containing a MANT header and Payload and the repeater IND’s Source Address 

is not the Destination Address in the received MANT header, the IND shall not modify the DAI 

bit and shall not add or remove any appended Destination Address.  It may be required to inspect 

the MANT header for the DAI bit and the Destination Address, if appended, for Pass/Reject List 

Service or other communications protocols.   
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2.2.6 Port 

The Port field shall be a 4 bit field.  It is used to identify to which Application layer or MANT 

layer protocol to send the MANT Payload.  In MANT Version 1.1 the known ports are: 

o Application Layer Self-Reporting Protocol (0x0),  

o Application Layer Concentration Protocol (0x1), and 

o IND Configuration & Control Protocol (0x80). 

 

When the IND processes Payloads as an originating modem, it shall use the Port configuration 

parameter, as provided by the APD or during IND setup to define the value inserted in the 

created MANT header.  The IND shall fill the Port field with the low order 4 bits of the Port 

configuration parameter when creating MANT PDUs from APD Payloads. 

 

When the IND processes an arriving MANT PDU as a repeater, i.e. when the input to the IND is 

a MANT PDU from the AirLink and the repeater IND’s Source Address is not the Destination 

Address in the received MANT header, the IND shall not modify the Port field.  It may inspect 

the Port field to determine whether the Port field is a known MANT Port which may cause the 

IND to process the Payload.  The only known MANT Port defined in MANT Version 1.1 is the 

IND Configuration and Control Protocol, specified below.  

2.2.7 Reserved Bits field 

The Reserved Bits field shall be a 3 bit field.  It is reserved for future use. When an IND creates a 

MANT Version 1.1 header, the Reserved Bits field shall be filled with the value 0x0. 

 

When the IND processes an arriving MANT PDU as a repeater, i.e. when the input to the IND is 

a MANT PDU from the AirLink and the repeater IND’s Source Address is not the Destination 

Address in the received MANT header, the IND shall not modify the Reserved Bits field.  

2.2.8 ACK bit field 

The ACK bit field shall be a single bit field.  It is used in conjunction with the End to End 

Reliable Datagram Service protocol.   

 

See the End to End Reliable Datagram Service protocol specification, below, for the complete 

specification of this field. 

 

2.2.9 Added Header field 

The Added Header (AH) field shall be a single bit flag field.  It is reserved for future use and 

provided for extensibility.  When AH flag is reset, the MANT Payload begins immediately 
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following the MANT header.  In a future MANT Version, when AH flag is set, an additional 

header begins immediately following the MANT header. 

 

When the IND processes an arriving MANT PDU as a repeater, i.e. when the input to the IND is 

a MANT PDU from the AirLink and the repeater IND’s Source Address is not the Destination 

Address in the received MANT header, the IND shall not modify the Added Header bit. 

2.2.10 Hop Limit field 

The Hop Limit field shall be a 3 bit field.  When specified at the originating modem it limits the 

number of times a MANT PDU is repeated.  When a repeater receives a MANT PDU for 

retransmission it inspects the received Hop Limit field.  If its value is ‘0’ the repeater discards the 

MANT PDU, otherwise, unless the Hop Limit field equals ‘7’, the repeater decrements the Hop 

Limit field and inserts the modified Hop Limit in the MANT header for retransmission.  Creating 

a MANT header at an originating modem with a Hop Limit value of ‘7 disables Hop Limit 

processing.  This disabled mode is not recommended for most network architectures due to the 

possibility of repeaters continuously echoing MANT PDUs. Creating a MANT header with a 

Hop Limit value of ’0’ means that it will not be retransmitted by any repeater; this may be useful 

in restricting some sites to direct point to point paths. 

 

When the IND processes Payloads as an originating modem, it shall use the Hop Limit 

configuration parameter, as provided by the APD or during IND setup to define the value 

inserted in the created MANT header.  The IND shall fill the Hop Limit field with the low order 

3 bits of the Hop Limit configuration parameter when creating MANT PDUs from APD 

Payloads. 

 

When the IND processes an arriving MANT PDU as a repeater, i.e. when the input to the IND is 

a MANT PDU from the AirLink and the repeater IND’s Source Address is not the Destination 

Address in the received MANT header, the IND shall inspect the MANT header Hop Limit field.  

If its value is 0x7, the IND shall not modify the MANT Hop Limit field.  If its value is between 

0x01 and 0x06, it will decrement the received Hop Limit field and insert the modified Hop Limit 

field in the MANT header for retransmission. If the Hop Limit field is ‘0’ the IND shall discard 

this MANT PDU and shall not send it to the AirLink for transmission. 

2.2.11 Payload Length field 

The Payload length field shall be a 12 bit field.  Its value is the number of bytes in the MANT 

Payload. 

 

When the IND processes Payloads as an originating modem, it shall calculate a Payload Length 

from the length provided by the APD when an Application Layer PDU is sent to the IND, 

adjusted for any MANT changes to the Payload (e.g. Time Stamp service).  If the length is 
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greater than the maximum MANT Payload of 4096 bytes, the IND will discard the Application 

PDU and, depending on the configuration of the IND I/O parameters, send an error message to 

the APD.  If the length is less than the maximum payload length, the IND shall fill the Payload 

Length field with the low order 12 bits of the length when creating MANT PDUs from APD 

Payloads. 

 

When the IND processes an arriving MANT PDU as a repeater, i.e. when the input to the IND is 

a MANT PDU from the AirLink and the repeater IND’s Source Address is not the Destination 

Address in the received MANT header, the IND shall not modify the Payload Length field unless 

it changes the Payload length (e.g. Time Stamp Service).  If the IND changes the Payload Length, 

is must adjust the Payload Length field in the MANT header to the changed value.  It shall also 

check that the new length is not greater than the maximum MANT Payload (see the paragraph 

above); if it is, the IND shall discard this MANT PDU and shall not send it to the AirLink for 

transmission. 

2.2.12 Source Address field 

The Source Address field shall be a 16 bit field.  Its value is the Source Address of the 

originating device. 

 

When the IND processes Payloads as an originating modem, it shall use the Source Address 

configuration parameter, as provided by the APD or during IND setup to define the value 

inserted in the created MANT header. The IND shall fill the Source Address field with the 2 

bytes of Source Address configuration parameter, most significant byte first when creating 

MANT PDUs from APD Payloads. 

 

When the IND is processing an arriving MANT PDU as a repeater, i.e. when the input to the IND 

is a MANT PDU from the AirLink and the repeater IND’s Source Address is not the Destination 

Address in the received MANT header, the IND shall not modify the Source Address field in the 

received MANT header.  The IND may be required to inspect the Source Address field for 

MANT processing (e.g. Pass/Reject List Service processing). 

 

2.2.13 Destination Address field, optional 

The Destination Address field shall be a 16 bit field optionally appended to the MANT header 

immediately following the Source Address field. 

  

When the IND processes Payloads as an originating modem, it shall use the Include Destination 

Address configuration parameter, as provided by the APD or during IND setup to define the 

whether to append a Destination Address to the MANT header.  If the Include Destination 

Address configuration parameter is set, the IND shall fill the Destination Address field with the 2 
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bytes of Destination Address configuration parameter, as provided by the APD or during IND 

setup, most significant byte first when creating MANT PDUs from APD Payloads. 

 

When the IND processes an arriving MANT PDU as a repeater, i.e. when the input to the IND is 

a MANT PDU from the AirLink and the repeater IND’s Source Address is not the Destination 

Address in the received MANT header, the IND shall not modify the Destination Address field in 

the received MANT header.  The IND may be required to inspect the Destination Address field 

for MANT processing (e.g. Pass/Reject List Service processing). 

2.2.14 MANT PDU ID field, optional 

The MANT PDU ID field shall be an 8 bit field optionally appended to the MANT header 

immediately following the Destination Address field.  A MANT header must not be created 

containing a MANT PUD ID field without the existence of a Destination Address field and a 

Protocol ID field value of 0x02. 

  

See the End to End Reliable Datagram Service protocol specification, below, for the complete 

specification of this field. 

2.2.15 Number of Added Source Addresses field, optional 

The Number of Added Source Addresses field shall be an 8 bit field optionally appended to the 

MANT header immediately following the Source Address or Destination Address field.  A 

MANT header must not be created containing a Number of Added Source Addresses field 

without the APSR bit flag set. 

 

See the Add Path Service Request field above for the specified use of this field. 

2.2.16 Source Address List field, optional 

The Source Addresses list field shall be a field containing from zero to six Source Addresses, (0 

to 12 bytes), appended immediately following the Number of Added Source Addresses field.  

The limit of six SA is consistent with Hop Limit maximum count, except for the “unlimited” Hop 

Limit case. A MANT header must not be created containing a Source Address List field without 

the APSR bit flag set. 

 

  

See the Add Path Service Request field above for the specified use of this field. 
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3 MANT Service Protocols 

In addition to the MANT Services described above, other MANT Service Protocols are available.  

Some utilize multiple MANT header fields.  

 

3.1 Echo Suppression MANT Service Protocol 

The Echo Suppression MANT Service Protocol provides another method to eliminate 

undesirable propagation of MANT PDUs in an ALERT2™ network.   Unless Add Path Service 

is enabled, Echo Suppression Service is not effective.  

 

Echo Suppression MANT Service Protocol shall be enabled or disabled at an IND by the Echo 

Suppression configuration parameter, as provided by the APD or during IND setup.   

 

When Echo Suppression is enabled, and the IND processes an arriving MANT PDU as a repeater, 

i.e. when the input to the IND is a MANT PDU from the AirLink and the repeater IND’s Source 

Address is not the Destination Address in the received MANT header, the IND shall inspect the 

MANT header for the APSR bit flag.  If the APSR bit flag is set, it must inspect the list of Source 

Addresses appended by the Add Path Service.  If the IND identifies its own Source Address in 

the Source Address List field, the IND shall discard this MANT PDU; it must not be sent to the 

AirLink for transmission.   If the IND’s Source Address is not identified in the Source Address 

List field this MANT PDU shall be processed, as necessary, in accordance with the information 

in the other MANT header fields, for retransmission. 

 

The Echo Suppression Service Protocol takes precedence over the Hop Limit field, to the extent 

that if Echo Suppression Service is enabled and the IND identifies its Source Address in the 

Source Address List field, the MANT PDU is discarded regardless of the value in the Hop Limit 

field. 

 

Unless Echo Suppression discards the MANT PDU it does not disable any other MANT service, 

(e.g. if the Hop Limit is 0, the MANT PDU will be discarded independent of the Echo 

Suppression Service processing). 

 

3.2 Pass/Reject List MANT Service Protocol 

The Pass/Reject List MANT Service Protocol provides another method to eliminate undesirable 

propagation of MANT PDUs in an ALERT2™ network.  It also enables routing MANT PDUs by 

configuring static Source and Destination pass and reject tables at repeaters. 
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The IND shall provide a minimum of one list each for storing Source Addresses named, 

respectively: 

 Source Address Pass list; and 

 Source Address Reject list. 

 

It is recommended that an IND provide a minimum of one list each for storing Destination 

Addresses named, respectively: 

 Destination Address Pass list; and 

 Destination Address Reject list. 

 

Each list shall be capable of being enabled or disabled.  Each list shall be capable of containing 

individual addresses and inclusive ranges of contiguous addresses.  It is recommended that an 

IND contain a minimum of 2 lists of each type of list, although only one list of each of the 4 

types shown above shall be enabled at any one time. 

 

If the Source Address Pass list is enabled, the IND shall inspect the SA field in the header of all 

received MANT PDUs; if the IND’s SA is not one of the Addresses in the Source Address Pass 

list the MANT PDU shall be marked for discarding.  If the IND’s Source Address is in the 

Source Address Pass list the IND shall not mark the MANT PDU for discarding based on Source 

Address Pass list processing.  If the Source Address Pass list is enabled but empty, the IND shall 

mark all MANT PDUs for discarding.  If no Source Address Pass list is enabled, the IND shall 

not mark any MANT PDUs for discarding based on Source Address Pass list processing. 

 

If the Source Address Reject list is enabled, the IND shall inspect the SA field in the header of all 

received MANT PDUs; if the IND’s SA is one of the Addresses in the Source Address Reject list 

the MANT PDU shall be marked for discarding.  If the IND’s Source Address is not in the 

Source Address Reject list the IND shall not mark the MANT PDU for discarding based on 

Source Address Reject list processing.  If the Source Address Reject list is enabled but empty, 

the IND shall not mark any MANT PDUs for discarding based on Source Address Reject list 

processing.  If no Source Address Reject list is enabled, the IND shall not mark any MANT 

PDUs for discarding based on Source Address Reject list processing. 

 

If the Destination Address Pass list is enabled, the IND shall inspect the DA field, if available in 

the header, of all received MANT PDUs; if the IND’s DA is not one of the Addresses in the 

Destination Address Pass list the MANT PDU shall be marked for discarding.  If the IND’s 

Destination Address is in the Destination Address Pass list, or there is no DA field in the 

received MANT header, the IND shall not mark the MANT PDU for discarding based on 

Destination Address Pass list processing.  If the Destination Address Pass list is enabled but 

empty, the IND shall mark all MANT PDUs for discarding. If no Destination Address Pass list is 

enabled, the IND shall not mark any MANT PDUs for discarding based on Destination Address 

Pass list processing. 
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If the Destination Address Reject list is enabled, the IND shall inspect the DA field, if available 

in the header, of all received MANT PDUs; if the IND’s DA is one of the Addresses in the 

Destination Address Reject list the MANT PDU shall be marked for discarding.  If the IND’s 

Destination Address is not in the Destination Address Reject list, or there is no DA field in the 

received MANT header, the IND shall not mark the MANT PDU for discarding based on 

Destination Address Reject list processing.   If the Destination Address Reject list is enabled but 

empty, the IND shall not mark any MANT PDUs for discarding based on Destination Address 

Reject list processing.  If no Destination Address Reject list is enabled, the IND shall not mark 

any MANT PDUs for discarding based on Destination Address Reject list processing. 

 

After the Pass List and Reject List processing above, for the enabled Pass and Reject Lists, any 

MANT PDU marked for discarding shall be discarded and not sent to the AirLink for 

retransmission. 

3.3 End to End Reliable Datagram Service Protocol 

End to End Reliable Datagram Service (EERDS) communications Protocol provides an 

Application Layer Protocol Device a method to ensure the delivery of an Application Layer PDU.  

When EERDS protocol is selected, the IND requests an acknowledgement from the final 

destination.  When an acknowledgement is received, the IND informs the APD of EERDS 

success.  If an acknowledgement is not received within a configured retry delay period, the IND 

will resend the MANT PDU containing the Application Layer PDU.  If an acknowledgement is 

not received after a configurable number of retransmissions, the IND informs the APD of 

EERDS failure. 

 

When EERDS is requested at an originating IND, the IND must: 

 create the MANT header with:  

o the Protocol ID field set to the EERDS Protocol ID (0x1); 

o the current Destination Address configuration parameter added; and 

o the  MANT PDU ID added. 

 retain a copy of the MANT PDU; and  

 initialize a retransmission counter for that retained MANT PDU. 

 

The MANT PDU ID shall be incremented on every new EERDS MANT PDU creation.  Each 

time the MANT PDU ID is incremented, the IND shall inspect all retained MANT PDU headers 

for a MANT PDU ID equal to the new MANT PDU ID value.  If a MANT PDU ID is discovered 

in the retained MANT PDUs, the IND must discard that MANT PDU and inform the APD that 

EERDS failed on that Application Layer PDU.  On the first (since IND restart) instance of an 

EERDS request, the IND shall set the MANT PDU ID to an initial value ‘0’.  When the MANT 

PDU ID increments to decimal value 256, the IND shall reset the MANT PDU ID to value ‘0’. 
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A MANT PDU EERDS Acknowledgement shall occur for a retained MANT PDU when the 

originating IND receives a MANT PDU from the AirLink where: 

 the Protocol ID field value is equal to the EERDS Protocol ID (0x01); 

 the ACK field bit is set; 

 the received SA matches the retained MANT PDU DA; 

 the received DA matches the retained MANT PDU SA; and  

 the MANT PDU ID matches the retained MANT PDU ID. 

 

When a MANT PDU EERDS Acknowledgement occurs for a retained MANT PDU, the IND 

shall discard that retained MANT PDU and inform the APD of the EERDS success. 

 

If the IND does not receive an EERDS Acknowledgement before the retry delay period for a 

retained EERDS MANT PDU, the IND shall inspect the retained MANT PDU’s retransmission 

counter.  If the count equals the configured number of retransmissions parameter, the IND shall 

discard the retained MANT PDU and shall inform the APD of the EERDS failure.  If the count is 

less than the configured number of retransmissions parameter, the IND shall retransmit the 

retained MANT PDU and increment this retained MANT PDU’s retransmission counter. 

 

If an IND receives an EERDS Acknowledgement that does not match any of the currently 

retained EERDS MANT PDUs (i.e. the combination of SA, DA and MANT PDU ID), the IND 

shall ignore the EERDS Acknowledgement.  (The IND shall not discard the received MANT 

PDU, unless there is no MANT Payload in the MANT PDU that contained the EERDS 

Acknowledgement.) 

 

When the IND processes an arriving MANT PDU as a repeater, i.e. when the input to the IND is 

a MANT PDU from the AirLink and the repeater IND’s Source Address is not the Destination 

Address in the received MANT header, the IND EERDS protocol shall not modify the MANT 

PDU.  

 

When the IND processes an arriving MANT PDU which includes a Destination Address, and that 

received Destination Address equals the IND’s Source Address, and the Protocol ID field is set 

to EERDS, the IND must create and an Acknowledgement MANT PDU, as specified above.  The 

MANT header fields not specified in the Acknowledgement shall be defined according to the 

current configuration parameters of the IND.   The created MANT PDU shall be sent as soon as 

possible to the AirLink for transmission on the radio network. 
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3.4 MANT Configuration & Control Protocol 

Configuration and control of an IND may be done over the radio network by using MANT Port 

0x80 protocol, the MANT Configuration and Control Protocol.  A MANT Port is conceptually 

the same as an Application Layer Protocol; the difference is that the MANT PDU Payload is not 

forwarded to the Application Layer, but utilized at the MANT Layer.  In the MANT 

Configuration and Control Protocol, the MANT PDU Payload contains the configuration 

parameters that change the IND configuration.  The configuration parameters are encoded in the 

MANT Payload using the identical binary TLV encoding used for the asynchronous serial binary 

interface defined in the IND API specification, except that the first byte, the <SOH> byte is not 

included.  The MANT Payload is then the concatenation of one or more binary Type, Length and 

Value structures. 

 

For example, a MANT Payload containing the bytes: 0x18 0x02 0x11 0x33 0x78 0x00 would be 

processed by the IND as a configuration of its Source Address  (type 0x18, length 0x2) to the 

value 0x1133 (decimal 4403) and Save Configuration in non-volatile memory (type 0x78, length 

0x00) command. 

 

When the IND processes an arriving MANT PDU where the MANT header contains a 

Destination Address equal to the IND’s Source Address, and the Port field value is the MANT 

Configuration and Control Protocol, the IND shall parse the Payload in accordance with the 

specifications for the “Binary Asynchronous Serial Interface” section IND API specification, 

except that the initial <SOH> is not included.  The IND shall process only those commands listed 

in the “Protocol Services configuration” table in the “Binary Asynchronous Serial Interface” 

section.  Any Type, Length, Value structures not defined in that table shall be ignored. 
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4 Glossary 

  

 
Abbreviation Description 

APD Application Program Device – a device that implements the application layer 

protocols 

APD Payload Application Program Device Payload – the input to an IND from for transmission 

on the ALERT2 network, typically an Application Layer PDU. 

API Application Program Interface – the means and specifications for communication 

between programs; in this document it refers to the interface with an Intelligent 

Network Device 

APSR Add Path Service Request – a 1-bit field in the MANT header used to request that 

each IND add its source address as it forwards a frame 

DA Destination Address – the Source Address of the IND to which a PDU is directed 

DAI Destination Address included in header – a 1-bit MANT header field used to indicate 

that the destination address is added to the header 

EERDS End-to-End Reliable Datagram Service – a MANT protocol used to confirm delivery 

of application PDUs 

flag A one bit informational field.  To “set” a flag means  make its value ‘1’.  A flag is 

“set” when its value is ‘1’  To “clear” or “reset” a flag means to make its value ‘0’. A 

flag is “cleared” or “reset” when its value is ‘0’. 

IND Intelligent Network Device – A device that implements both the AirLink and MANT 

protocols, e.g., an Encoder & Modulator or a Demodulator & Decoder integrated 

with an Encoder & Modulator (a repeater). 

MANT The middle layer of the ALERT2™ 3-layer protocol stack. It is responsible for 

network and transport services 

PDU Protocol Data Unit – a unit of data containing a control header and a data payload 

that is exchanged between peer layers 

SA Source Address – the 16 bit identifier of  the originating IND  

TSSR Time Stamp Service Request - a 1-bit MANT header field used to request that the 

receiving IND add a timestamp to certain MANT PDUs 

UTC Universal Coordinated Time, also known as Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) 
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Visit our website at www.hydrologicwarning.org 

Send an email request to president@hydrologicwarning.org 

 


